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VORTEXONS IN AXISYMMETRIC POISEUILLE PIPE FLOWS
FRANCESCO FEDELE∗ AND DENYS DUTYKH
Abstract. We present a study on the nonlinear dynamics of small long-wave distur-
bances to the laminar state in non-rotating axisymmetric Poiseuille pipe flows. At high
Reynolds numbers, the associated Navier-Stokes equations can be reduced to a set of cou-
pled Korteweg–de Vries-type (KdV) equations that support inviscid and smooth travel-
ling waves numerically computed using the Petviashvili method. In physical space they
correspond to localized toroidal vortices concentrated near the pipe boundaries (wall
vortexons) or that wrap around the pipe axis (centre vortexons), in agreement with the
analytical soliton solutions derived by Fedele (2012) [12]. The KdV dynamics of a pertur-
bation is also investigated by means of an high accurate Fourier-based numerical scheme.
We observe that an initial vortical patch splits into a centre vortexon radiating patches
of vorticity near the wall. These can undergo further splitting leading to a proliferation
of centre vortexons that eventually decay due to viscous effects. The splitting process
originates from a radial flux of azimuthal vorticity from the wall to the pipe axis in
agreement with the inverse cascade of cross-stream vorticity identified in channel flows
by Eyink (2008) [10]. The inviscid vortexon most likely is unstable to non-axisymmetric
disturbances and may be a precursor to puffs and slug flow formation.
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1. Introduction
The laminar Hagen–Poiseuille flow is believed to be linearly stable to periodic or lo-
calized infinitesimal disturbances for all Reynolds numbers Re (see, for example, [8]), in
contrast to rotating pipe flows that exhibit supercritical bifurcation [30]. Transition to
turbulence in non-rotating pipe flows is thus triggered by finite-amplitude perturbations
[22]. The coherent structures observed at the transitional stage are in the form of vortical
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patches known as puffs and slugs [45, 44] that are triggered by non-axisymmetric per-
turbations, although strong axisymmetric input can lead to similar turbulent structures
[29, 19]. Puffs are spots of vorticity localized near the pipe axis surrounded by laminar
flow. Slugs develop along the streamwise direction, while expanding through the entire
cross-section of the pipe, and they are concentrated near the wall. Recent theoretical stud-
ies tried to relate slug flows to quasi inviscid solutions of the Navier–Stokes (NS) equations
for non-rotating pipe flows. In particular, for non-axisymmetric flows Smith and Bodonyi
(1982) [34] revealed the existence of nonlinear neutral structures localized near the pipe
axis (centre modes). They are inviscid travelling waves of small but finite amplitude,
and unstable equilibrium states (see [39]). More recently, Walton (2011) [40] investigated
the nonlinear stability of impulsively started pipe flows to axisymmetric perturbations at
high Reynolds numbers and he found the axisymmetric analogue of inviscid centre modes.
Walton’s neutral mode and the inviscid axisymmetric ’slug’ structure proposed by Smith
et al. (1990) [35] are similar to the slugs of vorticity that have been observed in both
experiments [45] and numerical simulations [43]. These inviscid structures may play a
role in pipe flow transition as precursors to puffs and slugs, since most likely they are
unstable to non-axisymmetric disturbances, as the centre modes (see [39]).
Recently Fedele (2012) [12] investigated the dynamics of non-rotating axisymmetric pipe
flows in terms of solitons and travelling waves of nonlinear wave equations. He showed
that, at high Reynolds numbers, the dynamics of small and long-wave perturbations to
the laminar flow obeys a coupled system of nonlinear Korteweg–de Vries-type (KdV)
equations. These set of equations generalize the one-component KdV model derived by
Leibovich [27] to study propagation of waves along the core of concentrated vortex flows
(see also Benney 1966) and vortex breakdown [28]. Fedele’s coupled KdV equations
support inviscid soliton and periodic wave solutions in the form of toroidal vortex tubes,
hereafter referred to as vortexons, which are similar to the inviscid nonlinear neutral centre
modes found by Walton (2011) [40].
In light of these studies, a generic Navier–Stokes flow can thus be interpreted as a
nonlinear sea state [11, 17] of interacting coherent wave structures of soliton bearing
equations. Such sea states may, for example, explain the occurrence of steady ’puffs’
observed in both numerical simulations and experiments of turbulent pipe flows [42, 43].
Indeed, puffs appear to be dynamically similar to solitons. As turbulence becomes self-
sustained at Re ≈ 2000, puffs appear at Re ≈ 2250 and as Re increases they slowly
delocalize by splitting into two or more puffs, eventually expanding in to slug flow ([2]).
Similarly, a soliton loses energy as it interacts with the background or other solitons, and
it delocalizes in space by splitting into many other smaller solitons leading to a solitonic
sea state. Furthermore, the ’edge states’ computed in numerical experiments of pipe
flows at Re ≈ 105 [9] can be interpreted as ’semi-stable’ localized travelling waves that
neither relaminarize nor become turbulent. Similar studies for Blasius flows have shown
that, at high Reynolds numbers, the dynamics is described by a Benjamin–Davis–Acrivos
(BDA) integro-differential equation [33]. This supports soliton structures that explain the
formation of spikes observed in boundary-layer transition [24].
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In this paper, we confirm the validity of the theoretical vortexons derived by Fedele
(2012) [12]. To do so, we numerically compute traveling waves of the abovementioned KdV
equations using the Petviashvili method [32, 46]) and discuss the associated vortical flow
structures. Finally, the numerical investigation of the KdV evolution of a perturbation
reveals new dynamical flow features that are physically interpreted and discussed.
2. Coupled KdV-type equations
Consider the axisymmetric flow of an incompressible fluid in a pipe of circular cross
section of radius R driven by an imposed uniform pressure gradient. The time, radial
and streamwise lengths as well as velocities are rescaled with T , R and U0 respectively.
Here, T = R/U0 is a convective time scale and U0 is the maximum laminar flow veloc-
ity. Define a cylindrical coordinate system (z, r, θ) with the z-axis along the streamwise
direction, and (u = −1
r
∂zΨ,w = 1r∂rΨ) as the radial and streamwise velocity components
of a divergence-free axisymmetric velocity field given in terms of a Stokes streamfunction
Ψ(r, z, t). Consider a perturbation to the laminar base flow W0(r) = 1−r2 and decompose
Ψ as
Ψ = Ψ0 + ψ,
where Ψ0 = 12r2 (1 − 12r2) represents the stream function of the laminar flowW0, and ψ that
of the disturbance. The curl of the NS equations yields the following nonlinear equation
for ψ [23]
∂tLψ +W0∂zLψ − 1
Re
L
2ψ = N(ψ), (2.1)
where the nonlinear differential operator
N(ψ) = −1
r
∂rψ∂zLψ + 1
r
∂zψ∂rLψ − 2
r2
∂zψLψ,
the linear operator
L = L + ∂zz, L = ∂rr − 1
r
∂r = r∂r (1
r
∂r) ,
and Re is the Reynolds number based on U0 and R. The boundary conditions for (2.1)
reflect the boundedness of the flow at the centerline of the pipe and the no-slip condition
at the wall, that is ∂rψ = ∂zψ = 0 at r = 1.
Drawing from Fedele (2012) [12], the solution of (2.1) can be given in terms of a complete
set of orthonormal basis {φj(r)} as
ψ(r, z, t) = ∞∑
j=1
φj(r)Bj(z, t), (2.2)
where Bj is the amplitude of the radial eigenfunctions φj that satisfy the Boundary Value
Problem (BVP) (see [16])
L2φj = −λ2jLφj,
with 1
r
φj and
1
r
∂rφj bounded at r → +0, and φj = ∂rφj = 0 at r = 1. Since φj satisfies
the pipe flow boundary conditions a priori, so does ψ of (2.2). Note that even for a
finite number N of modes, the vorticity of the velocity field associated to the truncated
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expansion for ψ is divergence-free. The positive eigenvalues λj are the roots of J2(λj) = 0,
where J2(r) is the Bessel function of first kind of second order (see [1]). For example, for
the first two least stable eigenmodes λ1 ≈ 5.136 and λ2 ≈ 8.417, respectively. A Galerkin
projection of (2.1) onto the Hilbert space spanned by {φj}∞j=1 yields an infinite set of
coupled generalized Camassa–Holm (CH) equations [3]
∂tBj + cjm∂zBm + βjm∂zzzBm +αjm∂zztBm +Njnm(Bn,Bm) + λ
2
jBj
Re
= 0, (2.3)
where
Njnm(Bn,Bm) = FjnmBn∂zBm +Gjnm∂zBn∂zzBm +HjnmBn∂zzzBm, (2.4)
and summation over repeated indices n and m is implicitly assumed. The tensors cjm, βjm
and αjm of the advection and dispersive terms are function of the base flow W0. These
and Fjnm, Gjnm, Hjnm are given in Fedele (2012) [12]. In simple words, the equations (2.3)
govern the nonlinear interaction of the radial structures {φj(r)} that are advected and
dispersed in the streamwise direction by the laminar flow. Note that CH type equations
arise also as a regularized model of the 3-D NS equations, the so called Navier–Stokes-
alpha model [18].
Starting from (2.3) Fedele (2012) [12] showed that the nonlinear dynamics of a small
long-wave perturbation can be reduced to that on the ’slow manifold’ of the laminar state
spanned by the first few N least stable modes φj . The higher damped modes (j > N) can
be legitimately set as slaved and so neglected as long as (i) the amplitudes Bj remain for
all time in a small neighborhood of zero (the laminar state), and (ii) the non-resonant
condition λ2i1 + λ2i2 + . . . + λ2in ≠ λ2j holds true, with {i1, i2, . . . , in} any permutation of size
n ≤ N drawn from the set j = 1, . . . ,N (see [7]). For the BVP of (2.2) (ii) has been
verified to hold numerically up to N ∼ 104. As a result, in the long-wave limit higher
order nonlinearities in (2.4) can be neglected and (2.3) reduces to the coupled damped
KdV equations
∂tBj + cjm∂zBm + βjm∂zzzBm + FjnmBn∂zBm + λ
2
jBj
Re
= 0, (2.5)
where j = 1, . . . ,N . In particular, Fedele (2012) [12] proved that if Bj = εbj(ξ, τ), with
ε ∼ O(Re− 25 ) and ξ = ε 12 (z − V t), τ = ε 32 t, then the dynamics is primilary inviscid for
time scales much less than t ∼ O(ε− 52 ) = O(Re6.25), and V is given approximately by
the average of the eigenvalues of cjm. Moreover, the inviscid KdV system (2.5) supports
analytical travelling waves (TWs). In physical space, they correspond to localized or
periodic toroidal vortices, which travel slightly slower than the maximum laminar flow
speed U0, i.e. V ≃ 0.77. For N = 2, Fedele (2012) [12] showed that the vortical structures
are localized near the wall (wall vortexon, B1 and B2 have the same sign) or wrap around
the pipe axis (centre vortexon, B1 and B2 have opposite signs). They have a non-zero
streamwise mean, but they radially average to zero to conserve mass flux through the pipe.
The wall vortexon is the axisymmetric analogue of the 2-D rolls+streaks stage of the self-
sustaining process (SSP) of Waleffe [37, 36, 38] in Couette flows (see also [20]) or that of
Wedin and Kerswell (2004) [41] in pipe flows (see also Hof et al. 2004). Instead, centre
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vortexons may be related to the inviscid neutral axisymmetric slug structures discovered
by Walton (2011) in unsteady pipe flows, which are similar to the centre modes proposed
by Smith et al. (1990) [35].
In the following we will confirm Fedele’s theoretical results by computing numerically
TWs of the inviscid form of the KdV equations (2.5).
3. Cnoidal waves and vortexons
Consider the ansatz Bj = qj+Fj(z−ct), where qj are free parameters and c is the velocity
of the TW (here both c an qj are normalized with respect to the maximum laminar velocity
U0). We make use of the Petviashvili method [32, 46] to solve numerically the nonlinear
steady problem for Fj (in the moving frame z − ct). This numerical approach has been
successfully applied to derive TWs of the spatial Dysthe equation [13] and the compact
Zakharov equation for water waves [14].
The Petviashvili method converged to both wall and centre localized TWs (solitons
or solitary waves) in the range of parameters c ∼ [0.62,0.68] and qj = q ∼ [0,0.9]. The
generic topology of the flow structure of the TW disturbance is the same as that of the
theoretical counterpart derived by Fedele (2012) [12]: toroidal tubes of vorticity localized
near the pipe boundaries (wall vortexon, see Figure 1 ) or that wrap around the pipe axis
(centre vortexon, Figure 2). In particular, the two-component wall vortexon is compared
against the three-component counterpart in Figure 1, which reports the streamlines of the
perturbations. As one can see, the topology of the two vortical structures is similar.
It appears that as N increases the effects of the higher modes tend to somewhat di-
minish, but a rigorous proof of this statement is far beyond the scope of this work. We
just point out that the proper theoretical framework for such a proof is provided by
slow-manifold type theorems (see, for example, [7]).
4. Vortexon dynamics
Hereafter, we investigate the dynamical evolution of a localized disturbance under the
two-component KdV dynamics with dissipation (see, equation (2.5)). To do so, we exploit
a highly accurate Fourier-type pseudo-spectral method that is described in Fedele &
Dutykh (2012) [14]. Figure 3 depicts snapshots of the two-component KdV solution at
different times and the streamlines of the associated vortical structures are shown in Fig.
4, (Re ∼ 5000). The waveform of each component initially steepens up to a limiting shape
and then breaks into a soliton and radiative waves as a result of the competition between
the laminar-flow-induced wave dispersion and the nonlinear energy cascade associated to
the KdV nonlinearities. In physical space we observe a compression of the initial vortical
structure that splits in to a centre vortexon and patches of vorticity in the form of weak
wall vortexons. On the simulated time scales, the flow evolution is basically inviscid, but
it eventually decays on the long time scale t ∼ O(Re6.25), due to viscous effects (see [12]).
The centre vortexon arises due to a radial flux F
(ω)
θr ∼ uωθ of azimuthal vorticity ωθ = −1rLψ
from the wall to the pipe axis. This is the ’inverse cascade’ mechanism of cross-stream
vorticity identified by Eyink (2008) [10] in channel flows. The patches of radiated near-wall
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vorticity may further split causing a proliferation of centre and wall vortexons until viscous
effects attenuate and annihilate the splitting process. The formation of a ’vortexon slug ’
is clearly seen in Figure 5, which reports the space-time plot of the difference β = ∣B1−B2∣
of the two wave components. Here, larger values of β trace centre vortexons (B1 and B2
have opposite sign), whereas smaller values of β are associated to wall vortexons (B1 and
B2 have the same sign). The streamlines of the associated flow perturbation at different
times are shown in Figure 6. Note that the evolution is similar to that of puff splitting
observed in the spreading of pipe turbulence at transition [2]. Here, turbulence arises as a
competition between puff decay (death) and puff splitting (birth) processes. A turbulence
state can persist only when new puffs are produced faster than their decay. Instead, the
proliferation of centre vortexons is mostly inviscid and due to the competition between
dispersion and steepening of radial structures (the eigenmodes φj(r)) that are advected
and dispersed in the streawise direction by the laminar flow. Clearly, it is a bit of a
stretch to identify vortexon slugs as the realistic ones observed in experiments, which
also have a substantial non-axisymmetric component. However, similarly to the inviscid
neutral modes found by Walton (2011) [40], centre vortexons most likely are unstable
to non-axisymmetric disturbances, and may persist viscous attenuation as precursors to
puffs and slugs.
5. Conclusions
In the limit of small and long-wave disturbances the axisymmetric Navier–Stokes equa-
tions for non-rotating pipe flows reduce to coupled KdV equations. In the inviscid limit
they support analytical cnoidal solitary waves as proven by Fedele [15]. These theoretical
results are in agreement with numerical solutions of TWs constructed using the Petvi-
ashvili method. The associated flow structures are toroidal vortices that travel slightly
slower than the maximum laminar flow speed, and they can be localized near the wall
(wall vortexon) or wrap around the pipe axis (centre vortexon).
We have also investigated numerically the evolution of a perturbation in accord to the
KdV dynamics. We found that it evolves into a ’slug’ of centre vortexons that split from
patches of near-wall vorticity due to a radial flux of azimuthal vorticity from the wall to
the pipe axis in agreement with Eyink (2008) [10]. The centre vortexon is similar to the
inviscid neutral mode found by Walton (2011) [40], and it could be a precursor to puffs
and may relate to the formation of a slug structure in pipe flows.
Finally, we wish to emphasize the relevance of this work to the understanding of tran-
sition to turbulence. For chaotic dynamical systems the periodic orbit theory (POT)
in Cvitanovic´ and Eckhardt (1991) [6] and Cvitanovic´ (1995) [5] interpret the turbulent
motion as an effective random walk in state space where chaotic (turbulent) trajectories
visit the neighborhoods of equilibria, travelling waves, or periodic orbits of the NS equa-
tions, jumping from one saddle to the other through their stable and unstable manifolds
[41, 25, 26, 20]. Non-rotating axisymmetric pipe flows do not exibhit chaotic behaviour
(see, e.g., [31, 42]), and so the associated KdV equations (even with dissipation). However,
forced and damped KdV equations are chaotic and the attractor is of finite dimension
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Figure 1. Wall vortexon: (top-left) streamlines of the three-component
KdV solution and (bottom-left) velocity profiles of the perturbed (solid) and
laminar (dash) flows; (right) two-component KdV counterpart (c = 0.68,
q = 0.1).
(see, for example, [4, 21]). Thus, the study of the reduced KdV equations associated to
forced axisymmetric Navier–Stokes equations using POT may provide new insights into
the nature of slug flows and their formation.
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